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Introduction

as written sources show, nahuatl kinship terminology could have been 
used in a lot of different fields which are separated from broadly con-
ceived “family”.1 Brant Gardner has noticed three ways in which these 
terms functioned in the social sphere: “1) as a metaphorical borrowing 
of the structured biological semantic field to a non biological hierarchy; 
2) marking relative deference in a social situation; 3) and marking 
inherent social rank” (Gardner 1982: 107-108). in the present paper 
i focused primarily on the first of these functions, that is, i searched 
for the meaning of particular nahuatl kinship terms used in the con-
text of christian religion. My point of departure was Mary douglas’ 
assumption that in every culture classification systems overlap each 
other and build the relations based on analogies (douglas 2007: 378-
381). in nahuatl, kinship terms are inherently possessed (not “father” 
but always “my/your/our, etc. father”), which leads to the analysis of 
relations rather than focusing on separate categories. My purpose was 
not the reconstruction of roles played by different kinds in the nahua 
culture on the basis of metaphorical usage of the names with which 
they were described; rather, i wanted to find out what other classifica-
tion systems these names formed part of and to what extent they 
constituted junctions between different classification systems.

the material for my analysis comes from 16th-18th centuries. the 
texts i have chosen represent both the spanish ecclesiastical literature 
aimed to reach the newly converted nahuas and the documentation 
created by indigenous authors. the latter corpus includes among oth-
ers: wills, letters and petitions, as well as chimalpahin’s Diario, where 

1 i would like to express my gratitude to professor ryszard tomicki, who revised the text 
and shared with me his knowledge and experience. i also owe thanks to professor José luis 
de rojas and Justyna olko, Ph. d., who provided me with materials and helpful advice.
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the events related to the catholic church and to the christian com-
munity’s life of Mexico city are extensively treated. i have gathered 
about 600 attestations of the terms for father, mother and children. in 
the christian context other kinship terms were used as well (e.g. for 
brothers or nephews and nieces), but given the size of the present 
paper, i have decided to limit my research to the most common ones. 
Moreover, i have analyzed only terms of reference, for investigating 
the usage of the nahuatl terms of address would lead to the problem-
atic area of honorifics, which, in my opinion, calls for a separate study. 
Following the scheme developed by Gardner, i started with a few notes 
on biological semantic field, focusing subsequently on the “social” re-
lations. the analysis of the connotations of different terms was crucial, 
but purely linguistic issues such as grammatical forms or spanish loan-
words turned out to be of equal importance. 

Biological semantic field

on the literal level of comprehension the kinship terms were most often 
used in the christian context to describe the relationship between Jesus 
and either his mother (Mary) or father (God). the nahuatl termino-
logical system is governed by several basic criteria of which perhaps the 
most important one is the sex of a person designated by a possessive 
prefix (Gardner 1982: 102). due to the obligatory possessed form of 
kinship terms every time they are used, they involve three persons: a 
speaker; a person referred to; and a reference point (lockhart 1992: 
73). For example: if chimalpahin calls Jesus ipiltzin Dios (the son of God), 
than the chronicler is the speaker, Jesus the person referred to, and God 
the reference point. some nahuatl kinship terms that describe the same 
primary referent, differ depending on the sex of the reference point, 
thus splitting into two groups: “male” and “female”. notably, this is the 
way in which the terms for children operate.

according to this principle, when the authors wrote about Jesus as 
the son of God, they used the “male” term -pil, e.g.: Jesu christo. y nelli 
ytlaçopiltzin. Dios2 (chimalpahin 2006: 116), but when they pointed out 
his descent from Mary, they used the “female” term -coneuh, e.g.: sta 
ma cemicac ichpochtli ma nopan motlatoltiz yn ixpantzinco ytlazoconetzin toteo 

2 “Jesus christ, truly the precious (or: legitimate) son of God”. as far as this source is 
concerned, i follow the english translation of James lockhart, susan schroeder and doris 
namala (chimalpahin 2006). a particle –tzin frequently added to noun stems is a reverential 
suffix, usually not translated.
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Jesu xo 3 (Beyond, 1976: 64). interestingly, when in the christian context 
the terms -pil and –coneuh went beyond the “family” relations, they ap-
peared both with male and female reference points.4 the author of one 
of the 18th century documents used the phrases Dios yconetzin (“the child 
of God”, here apparently: “a good christian”, “a simple man”) and Dios 
ipiltzin simultaneously (lockhart 1991: 108). the female saints and st. 
Mary were in turn, in the christian context, the female reference points 
for the term -pil, e.g. in the phrase ypilhuantzitzin yn Santa Clara (“the 
children of st. claire” or the Poor clares, see below). although the ma-
terial analyzed lacks examples of the term –coneuh serving as a substitute 
for –pil (as in the above phrase “the child of God”), in biological field 
such situations took place. –Pil most often replaced –coneuh when the 
primary referent was a child of a woman of the upper social class, par-
ticularly a spanish one. Given that the same grammatical principle 
worked for sacred beings, perhaps the right to use the terminology that 
belonged to the opposite sex was limited to those of high status. anyway, 
as rare exceptions show, it was not observed very closely. 

the terms –ta and -nan were used to describe relationships between 
biblical people, as well as between either God or Mary and Jesus. in 
the nahuatl ecclesiastical literature the phrase i(tlaço)nantzin Dios 
(mother of God) is frequently attested (e.g. Molina 1569: 28r; sahagún, 
1997: 144) but the indigenous writers hardly used it. in their writings 
God and Mary were named Jesus’ father and mother only when the 
narrative didn’t leave a choice e.g. in the description of the image of 
Jesus praying in Gethsemane (chimalpahin, 2006: 56) or in a state-
ment of belief made in a testament (Beyond... 1976: 44). in other 
situations God and Mary were rather to be designated with special 
grammatical forms of kinship terms, acting as titles of rank.

Nahuatl kinship terms as the equivalents of Spanish titles

When writers wanted to render into nahuatl the literal meaning of 
a spanish term, they were most likely to make use of the indefinite 
possessive prefix te- added to a noun stem. For example chimalpahin 

3 “May st. Mary, the eternal virgin, speak on my behalf before her dear son our lord 
Jesus christ”. a far as this source is concerned, i follow the english translation of arthur J. 
o. anderson, Frances Berdan and James lockhart. here i have slightly revised it. in order 
to make things easier, i have superscripted all the abbreviations used in nahuatl texts, which 
is not always in accordance with the transcription.

4 lockhart (1992: 74) has noticed that -pil often appears with a female reference point 
and -coneuh (less frequently) with a male reference point. 
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writes about blessed (in his times – saint nowadays) teresa of Jesus in 
the following way: in omoteneuhtzino tenantzin La madre Sancta Theresa 
de Jesus Virgen carmelita descalça 5 (chimalpahin, 2006: 288). What ap-
pears here are two equal terms for mother: spanish madre and nahuatl 
tenantzin. the common rhetoric of nahuatl texts involves clusters of 
two or more synonyms and it seems that in this field the incorporation 
of spanish loanwords opened new possibilities for the writers.6 along 
with the term -nan chimalpahin used in this way also -ta, e.g.: auh yn 
teoyotica tettahuan yn Padrinos mochiuhtzinoque çanno yehuantzitzin 7 (chi-
malpahin, 2006: 276). here teoyotica tettahuan (spiritual fathers) is prob-
ably based on the spanish expression padres espirituales, apparently 
being easier to translate into nahuatl than padrinos (godfathers). 
Tetatzin itself was a synonym of the word padre and most often occurred 
with reference to God in the trinitarian formula, e.g.: yn dios tetatzin yn 
[dios] tepiltzin yn dios espuo santo 8 (Beyond... 1976: 54), where the desig-
nation of christ -tepiltzin was sometimes replaced with ypiltzin (“his 
son”, or the son of God). the other persons called (though less fre-
quently) with the title tetatzin were saints and ecclesiastics (table 1).

along with the literal translation of spanish nomenclature into 
nahuatl there was the phenomenon of ascribing particular grammat-
ical forms of kinship terms to particular persons or categories of per-
sons. thus st. Mary was commonly called totlaçonantzin (our precious 
mother) and priests or friars –totatzitzinhuan (our fathers). Both names 
had eventually tied to their new meanings so closely that as far as the 
former was concerned the writers hardly felt compelled to give further 
explanations on whom they were talking about, e.g.: yaxca nican totla-
sonantzin cobratia sa martin 9 (Beyond... 1976: 176); the word totatzin in 
turn, was often preceded by the demonstrative pronoun inin (this) or 
indefinite article ce (a), e.g.: yn iPadrino mochiuh ce tottatzin huel sancto 10 
(chimalpahin, 2006: 234). in such cases the translators of Diario (The 
Annals of His Time, 2006) sometimes ignored the possessive prefix to- 
and interpreted this term as simply “father” (not “the father of ours”) 
which was in my opinion the right thing to do. Totatzin often formed 
part of the phrase totatzin fray, e.g.: quitlacahualtique yn tottatzin fr. Je-

 5 “the said mother saint teresa of Jesus the virgin, a discalced carmelite”. translation 
revised.

 6 lockhart usually interprets such spanish-nahuatl phrases in terms of the need for 
explaining the european terms to a nahua reader (e.g. lockhart 1992: 237-8).

 7 “they likewise became their spiritual fathers, the godfathers”. translation revised. 
 8 literally: “God the Father, God the son, God the holy spirit”. 
 9 “it is a property of the cofradía of our dear mother here in san Martín”.
10 “a very holy father [of ours] became her godfather”.
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ronimo de çarate 11 (chimalpahin, 2006: 200), parallel with the tenantzin 
madre above. as in the christian religious context tenantzin was the 
nahuatl equivalent for spanish “mother”, totatzin could have been 
treated in the same way as far as “friar” (fray) was concerned.

interestingly, this argument does not apply to the word totlaçonantzin, 
because nahua writers never used spanish terms with reference to Mary 
(as well as to christian God, Jesus or saints). Tetatzin and tepiltzin used 
respectively with reference to God and Jesus occurred only in contexts 
controlled by the ecclesiastics such as the trinitarian formula. these con-
texts did not leave place for rhetorical solutions charactericstic of nahua 
literature, which is why the group of terms from the written sources 
that lack spanish equivalents can be limited to: totlaçonantzin (st. Mary), 
tonantzin (roman-catholic church) and totlaçotatzin (male saint).12 all 
of these words are characterized by the prefix to- (our), suggesting that 
they describe a relationship, as opposed to the title-like terms pre-
ceded by the indefinite te-. the contexts in which the word totatzin is 
attested point out to both these functions. For example, the inhabitants 
of Jalostotitlan begin their petition against the local priest with naming 
him toteopixcauh tovicaria franco muñus 13 and then throughout the entire 
document continue to call him totatzin (Beyond... 1976: 166-173). the 
lack of accompanying spanish equivalents (padre, fray or vicario) and 
particularly of the name of the priest clearly tips the balance in favor 
of the meaning “our father”, or “a priest who serves our community”. 
although in the earliest sources analyzed in this paper (the second half 
of 16th century) both meanings of totatzin are attested, i presume that 
the more general one, “friar”, was secondary to the sense treated above 
(our father). similarly, the grammatical forms totlaçonantzin and tonantzin, 
apparently “frozen” after some time, did not loose their function of 
describing relationships.

While in nahuatl texts the ecclesiastics are referred to with both 
different grammatical forms of -ta and the spanish term padre, the 
latter seems to be particularly associated with their highest supervisor 
—the Pope—. in the written sources he is always called Santo Padre,14 

11 “they restrained our father fray Gerónimo de Zárate from doing it”.
12 For the comparison of grammatical forms tonantzin-totlaçonantzin and totatzin-totlaço-

tatzin: see below. While the former differentiation was strict enough, the latter was much more 
fluid. in the present analysis it is a meaning that plays a key role, not a grammatical form of 
the term.

13 “our priest and vicar Francisco Muñoz”.
14 i failed to find but one exception, which comes from the passage of Coloquios y doctrina 

christiana edited by Bernardino de sahagún. When the king of spain charles V informs the Pope 
about the existence of indians he addresses him with the term totlaçotatzine (o, our dear father) 
(sahagún 1986: 104). the fact that the nahuatl part of Coloquios was created with extensive help 
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never being referred to with any grammatical form of the nahuatl –ta. 
according to louise M. Burkhart, rome was too geographically distant 
to play the role of the centre of the (christian) world in the indigenous 
worldview, as it did in the european one (Burkhart, 1989: 70). likewise, 
it was hardly present in the indigenous religious landscape of colonial 
Mexico, as is confirmed by the pattern of naming the Pope with a for-
mal spanish title which, as opposed to the nahuatl terms, did not 
imply a relationship. chimalpahin writes about the leader of the cath-
olic church mostly in the context of organizational issues such as: new 
regulations, Papal bulls, privileges for religious orders, etc., which were 
probably of little interest for an average Mexican christian. the best 
evidence for keeping the Pope at a distance by the nahuas, is that the 
only example of calling him “our father” that i came upon (from a 
letter to a bishop by the way), uses the spanish terminology: nuestro 
padre (Beyond... 1976: 174).

Father as owner

in his Diario chimalpahin several times refers to st. anthony the ab-
bot with the term notlaçotatzin (my precious father) or notlaçomahuiztatzin 
(my precious and revered father).15 For many years the chronicler had 
lived at the church of san antonio abad. in the name domingo Fran-
cisco de san anton Muñón chimalpahin Quauhtlehuanitzin the “san 
antón” part derives from the name of st. anthony (schroeder, 1996: 
38). the saint was also a patron of a religious order, but it is most 
likely that chimalpahin never joined it (ibid.: 42). his relationship with 
st. anthony consisted of living at the church under his patronage, 
meaning – at his home, which is clearly said in the following passage 
from Diario: ynin tlahtolli nehuatl onicmachiyoti Don domingo de S. Anton 
Muñon Quauhtlehuanitzin, macihui yn amo nolhuil nomacehual ynic nican 
nitlatequipanotinemi ychantzinco y notlaçottatzin S. Antonio 16 (chimalpahin, 

of sahagún’s well-educated nahua associates (sahagún, 1987: 20), eliminates the possibility of 
a linguistic error. in this source the Pope is referred to numerous times and always, except for 
this single situation, with the title Santo Padre. i believe that the term of address totlaçotatzine 
should rather be considered in the context of honorifics, where the usage of the term depends 
on a particular situation, than as a marker of inherent social rank. in The Bancroft Dialogues the 
term notlaço(mahuiz)tatzine is used several times by a town’s governor during a polite conversation 
with the prior of a Franciscan monastery (Karttunen and lockhart, 1987: 166).    

15 chimalpahin 2006: 46, 250, 256, 258, 278, 290, 292.
16 “this account was recorded by me, don domingo de san antón Muñón Quauhtle-

huanitzin, who though i am not worthy of it have been serving here at the home of my pre-
cious father st. anthony”.
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2006: 258). Viewing a church as the home of its patron saint can be 
traced back to preconquest times, when gods “lived” at the temples 
dedicated to them (lockhart, 1992: 236-7). 

although the way in which in the nahua culture the concept of 
kinship and the organization of household were related to each other 
is not entirely clear, we can be sure that this relationship did exist. it is 
attested in the passage from the Florentine codex, cited by susan M. 
Kellogg: yn apeoa çan, yn ioaniolque, in vel icalloc, in centlaca, cemeoa, in 
vel icujtlaxcolloc, yn vel imecaioc 17 (after: Kellogg, 1986: 118). to place 
the phrase huel icalloc (the true inhabitants of his home) right after 
ihuanyolque (his relatives) meant, according to the stylistic principles of 
nahuatl texts, to treat them as synonymous. indeed, James lockhart’s 
literal translation of the term –huanyolque is “those who live with one”. 
lockhart also stresses that this term belongs to a whole group of words 
that refer to a “family” and focus on living with each other (lockhart, 
1992: 72). there are more such ambiguities: writing about nahuatl 
kinship terms in his Arte de la lengua othomí, Pedro de cárceres noticed 
that a dead child and the one who moved out for a reason were called 
in the same way 18 (rammow, 1964: 102). 

Further examples in which the kinship terminology is associated 
with the issue of living in a particular place (a building, district or 
town) in a way parallel to that from Diario appear in the written sourc-
es published by James lockhart (1991). among others, the central 
character in one of the documents, ana, described her plans for using 
a newly acquired piece of land in the following way: ca ye polihuiz cad-
elatzin yhua popotzintli nicnomaquilitaz y notlaçotatzin y santo sa Migel 
ypanpa ca ytlalpatzinco y ninocaltia 19 (lockhart, 1991: 74). st. Michael 
appears in the name of a town, where ana planned to build a house 
-san Miguel tocuillan, therefore he was its patron saint. the phrase 
“it is on his land that i am building my house” clearly indicates that 
he was also considered the owner of the entire town, an indigenous 
belief widely attested in colonial Mexico (lockhart, 1992: 237). the 
usage of the term –ta for describing a relationship between owner 
and tenant appears again in this source at the end of the ceremony 

17 translation after Kellogg 1986: 118: only the relatives, the people of the household - his 
family, they of the same parentage, of the same womb, those of the same clan. 

18 Si es muerto el hijo o hija o otro pariente posponen catca [...] vel. nopiltzincatca [...] vel omo-
miquili nopiltzin [...] y nota de este catca [...] que aunque el hijo no es muerto tanbien usan del si ya no 
biue con los padres s. que sea ausentado de casa de sus padres.

19 “candles will be burnt, and i will go along providing incense for my precious father 
the saint san Miguel, because it is on his land that i am building my house”. as far as this 
source is concerned, i generally follow the english translation of James lockhart. 
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of taking possession of land, when the regidor from san Miguel tocuil-
lan speaks to ana on behalf of st. Michael: ca oticmocnelili y motlaço-
tatzin 20 (lockhart 1991: 74). 

Father as ruler and creator

in her pioneering work on nahuatl kinship terms helga rammow 
analyzed among others the word techiuhqui, derived from chihua (make, 
engender) and translated as creator, lord (rammow, 1964: 75). its first 
meaning appears e.g. in Discursos en Mexicano published as The Bancroft 
Dialogues (1987: 146), where christian God is described with the epi-
thets in totechiuhcatzin in toteyocoxcatzin (our creator, our creator —here 
the second element of the phrase specifies the meaning of the am-
biguous techiuhqui—). however, according to rammow, it should rather 
be more often interpreted as “ancestor”, for it is in such context that 
it usually occurs in the sources. as far as the second probable meaning, 
“lord”, is concerned, in Molina’s dictionary the entry Totechiuhcauan 
is explained as: los que gouiernan yrijen la republica (Molina, 1977, ii: 
f. 150r), thus, keeping in mind the possessive prefix to-, “our rulers”. 
the term -ta likewise involves connotations of power, creation and 
descent, occurring within a single noun.

the passage from Diario sheds interesting light on the way in which 
the nahuas viewed the friars’ role: yehuantin ye quinmopachilhuia. yn 
atzaqualca. in ye yxquich ica. ye quincauhque. yn achtopa yn tahuan yn inte-
pachocahuan catca. calmenitas. descalços. Padreme.21 (chimalpahin, 2006: 
174). it should be added here that those who governed the atzaqual-
ca after the carmelites were also friars —the augustinians—. one gets 
an impression that writing yn tahuan 22 (their fathers) chimalpahin did 
not put the reverential ending –tzin on purpose, in order to stress that 
this word was intended to be synonymous with intepachocahuan (their 
governors). Moreover, the status of the carmelites is described with a 
single spanish word (with nahuatl plural ending) –padreme, not being 
complemented with the nahuatl term totatzitzinhuan, as often happens 
in such situations. Perhaps to use the same word in two different 

20 “We thank you on behalf of your precious father”.
21 “they have been governing the atzaqualca ever since their first fathers and governors, 

who were the discalced carmelite fathers, left them”.
22 Prawidłowo powinno być: intahuan.
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meanings (“rulers” and “friars”) in a single clause would disturb the 
harmony of the text.23 

in passages from Diario that speak of agustín del espíritu santo, 
the contexts of power and ownership for the term –ta merge. agustín 
was the only ecclesiastic mentioned by chimalpahin whom he honored 
by calling him notlaçotatzin (my precious father) and notatzin (my fa-
ther). he was a son of diego Muñón who belonged to the family that 
took care of the church of st. anthony the abbot, and most likely a 
nephew of don sancho sánchez de Muñón, maestrescuela in the cathe-
dral. although chimalpahin gave distinction to don sancho (schro-
eder 1996: 39 and 46), in the account of the year 1591 it was don 
diego whom he called a patron (padron) (chimalpahin, 2006: 36). in 
the entry from 1611, apparently after the death of don diego, the 
title padron appears together with the name of his wife, leonor Marín. 
likewise, in this year death of leonor was recorded and chimalpahin 
stated that: yn axcan oncan ye no yehuatzin Patron mochiuhtzinotica. qui-
mopiallia. yn iteopancaltzin Sancto. S. Antontzin 24 (ibid.: 172). the fact 
that agustín was (in a sense) the owner of the church is confirmed by 
another passage: y nothatzin Padre fray Augustin del espiritu Sancto Patron 
quimopachilhuia y huel yxcoyantzinco yaxcatzin ynic quimopielia yn iteopan-
caltzin notlaçomahuizthatzin yn hueytzintli S. Antonio Abad 25 (ibid.: 290). 
the reason for which chimalpahin chose to use the term no(tlaço)tatzin 
with reference to agustín was that he lived at the place both owned 
and “governed” by him at the same time.

similarly, the contexts of power and ownership merged together 
when the term -ta was used with reference to christian God. two of 
the three examples available in the material analyzed come from 
testaments and involve a concept of God taking away testator’s life: 
ytla nechmopolhuiz ynotlazomahuiztantzin dios 26 (Karttunen and lockhart, 
1976: 98) and ca ça nicnochielilia yn itlatoltzin yn notlaçotatzin dios yn 

23 the term -ta in the sense of a “ruler” is attested as well in the contexts reaching beyond 
this paper, e.g. in the letter of the council of huejotzingo to the king of spain the authors 
addressed him: titotatzin (you, our father) (Beyond... 1976: 188). 

24 “he [agustín del espíritu santo] now likewise becomes patron there and owns the church 
building of the saint st. anthony”. during this stage the verb pia was already used in the sense 
of “to have”, but the preconquest meaning “to guard” is possible here as well (see: Karttunen 
and lockhart, 1976: 44). in the Annals it was rendered into english as “is in charge of ” but i 
believe that my translation is justified by the next passage from Diario cited in this paper.

25 “My father, father fray agustín del espíritu santo, the patron, who governs and as his 
very own property owns (or: has charge of) the church of my precious revered father the great 
st. anthony the abbot”.

26 “if my dear father God destroys me...” as far as this source is concerned, i follow the 
english translation of Frances Karttunen and James lockhart.
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quemman nechmotlatzontequililiz ynic nicahuaz yn tlalticpac 27 (Beyond... 
1976: 58). What is clearly seen here, is the difference between dry 
and formal title tetatzin and a more emotional notlaço(mahuiz)tatzin, 
the latter undoubtedy implying the authority over man’s life held by 
God. the third example comes from the document classified by James 
lockhart as the “donation of houses and land to images”. its author, 
while listing different parts of his property, declares among others: 
milli yn itechtzinco puhui yn dios notlaçotatzin 28 (lockhart, 1992: 462), 
using the term –ta in the same way as ana did, when she was referring to 
st. Michael who owned her land (see above). it is worth mentioning 
that God was generally considered the owner of a household, though 
specific parts of household’s property were assigned to different saints 
in order to “sustain” them, i.e. to buy candles, incense and ornaments 
for their images. each saint who “lived” in a household (i.e. whose 
image was kept there) owned “his” part of the property and members 
of the family served him by performing various rituals. among them 
one of the most important was sweeping, perceived in the precon-
quest tradition as a form of offering (Burkhart, 1989: 117; lockhart, 
1992: 238-239). all these motifs occur in the document providing us 
with the last example analyzed here. the author begins with an ex-
planation that he used to sweep in front of the image of the Most 
holy trinity (probably housed in a local church). however, after 
some time the image was moved to a church school and his service 
was no longer needed. now he wants “his house to be a home of 
God”. having “donated” to God several buildings and fields, the 
author continues with the bequests for: the images of saint Francis, 
nicolas, Jacinto, and Mary, two crucifixes, and the Ecce Homo de-
piction 29 (lockhart, 1992: 463). one gets the impression that God 
is treated here as a member of the pantheon of saints (including 
Mary and Jesus). When the author of the document is no longer 
able to serve him by sweeping, he decides on another form of offe-

27 “i am only awaiting the word of my dear father God when he will sentence me to leave 
the earth”. 

28 “a field that is dedicated (or: belongs) to God my dear father...” i follow the translation 
of James lockhart here.

29 reading mundane documents and wills in particular, it soon becomes obvious 
that the christian style of representing particular aspects of saints, like e.g. Mary at the cross 
and the assumption of Mary, was not really fully grasped by the nahuas. here too the cru-
cifix and the motif of Ecce Homo are conceived as the images of two separate “deities” —or 
better, according to the belief in the actual presence of saints in their representations— two 
separate deities as they were. For more on this subject, see: stephanie Wood “adopted saints: 
christian images in nahua testaments of late colonial toluca”, The Americas, v. 47, n. 3 
(Jan., 1991), p. 259-293.
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ring and dedicates a part of his property to “sustain” the holy tri-
nity. Perhaps this disturbes the previous distribution of the property 
among the “saints”, to whom he is serving, therefore he reorders 
things and grants them some units of minor importance. as was 
established by lockhart (1992: 239), these offerings did not actually 
mean that the property was ceded to the church, but rather that the 
“donator” was becoming a “tenant” of sacred beings, who played a 
role of landlords. 

thus, the term notlaçotatzin used with reference to God includes 
information that he is the owner of land worked and buildings inhabi-
ted by the author of the discussed document. that the nahuatl term 
–ta was really appropriate for the christian God is showed by the fact 
that along with the relationships: landlord-tenant and ruler-subject it 
also connoted the meaning “creator”. admittedly, in the material analy-
zed here i did not come upon an example which would associate God 
as “father” with the concept of a creator, but the term –ta is often at-
tested referring to the founders of religious orders. E.g. chimalpahin 
writes about ignacio loyola in the following way: ynin huel yehuatzin 
achtopa intatzin huel yehuatzin yancuican ytlapehualtiltzitzinhuan ytlanextil-
tzitzinhuan yn la compañia de Jesus teopixque 30 (chimalpahin, 2006: 164). 
it seems that the point of departure for setting a relationship described 
in this context with the term –ta is the creation of a religious rule by 
the order’s “father”. the motif of regulating religious living within a 
community, treated as the very beginning of the community’s existence, 
often appers accompanied by the term –ta, e.g.: yn inteotlatecpannemilitzin 
yn quinmotlallilitehuac Regla ypan monemiztique ynic quinmonahuatilitehuac yn 
omoteneuhtzino yntlaçottatzin S. benito. Patriarcha 31 (ibid.: 236). interestingly, 
when a founder was a female, as in case of blessed teresa of Jesus, the 
author of the rule of the discalced carmelites, the term –nan was used 
in exactly the same way as –ta: ynin omoteneuhtzino Sancta ca huel ynantzin 
yehuatzin oc ceppa quinmoyancuilili yn teopixcatlatecpancanahuatilli regla 32 
(ibid.: 288). here, teresa is even the “mother” not as much of the car-
melites, as of their rule, what makes the meaning of “creator” connoted 
by –nan far more obvious.

30 “he was the very first father of the religious of the company of Jesus and they were 
first started and manifested by him”.

31 “their holy rules of life, the rule by which they are to live, that their said precious 
father st. Benedict the patriarch issued, ordered, and left behind for them...”

32 the said saint [teresa of Jesus] was really the mother of and renewed for them [the 
carmelites] the priestly constitutional ordinance, the rule.
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Mother

although in nahuatl texts teresa of Jesus and other female saints are 
addressed with the term –nan, in the christian context this term refers 
mostly to st. Mary and occurs (apart from these passages where she 
appears as the mother of Jesus-itlaçonantzin) with either of two posses-
sive prefixes: to- (our) or no- (my). the grammatical form 
totlaço(mahuiz)nantzin has already been discussed in the chapter on the 
equivalents of spanish titles. it most often appears within the names 
of religious orders and cofradías, e.g. yni monjastin ypilhuantzitzinhuan 
totlaçonantzin conception 33 (chimalpahin, 2006: 68); churches, e.g. Totla-
çonantzin nuestra Señora de las Mercedes (ibid.: 304); and holy images, 
among them those ceded to family members in testaments, e.g. nino-
maquilia totlaxomaisnatzi de los ageles yahua sa frco ynemaqu in agustin de 
los ageles 34 (lockhart, 1991: 137). as the last two of the above examples 
show, nahuatl did not customarily specify a name by giving a catego-
ry to which the designated item belonged. this linguistic feature some-
times creates problems with establishing what the writer exactly had 
in mind: a church, a cofradía, or something else. at the same time one 
gets the impression that for the nahuas there was no substantial dif-
ference between an image of a sacred being and a being itself, which 
is why to cede a figure of st. Mary actually meant to give st. Mary to 
a heir (lockhart, 1992: 238). donations of property to churches or 
cofradías associated with particular patron saints also look like their 
proper receiver was the patron saint himself (e.g. Beyond... 1976: 54: 
“four tomines is my offering to be devoted (or: to belong) to our dear 
mother st. Mary there at tepeacac”). the belief in the actual presence 
of saints in material objects is rooted in the preconquest tradition of 
central Mexico (lópez austin, 2000: 30). the Franciscans tried really 
hard to eradicate the cult of images as well as to make the nahuas 
venerate the saints themselves (Miłkowski, 1999: 26), however, as the 
sources analyzed here show, until 18th century these efforts had not 
yielded expected results.

the separate issue is addressing st. Mary with the term –nan bear-
ing the possessive prefix no-, since it points to the relationship between 
Mary and the nahuas in the religious life of colonial Mexico. in the 
material analyzed here, the grammatical form notlaçomahuiznantzin is 

33 “these nuns were children of our precious mother of concepción”.
34 “i give our precious honored mother of the angels and the saint san Francisco to 

agustín de los angeles as his inheritance”.
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attested only in testaments, probably because of personal character of 
this kind of sources. one comes upon it already in the initial part of will 
and it is worth mentioning that the context in which this form is at-
tested does not find its equivalent in alonso de Molina’s model tes-
tament that was broadly used by notaries in colonial Mexico (1569: 
ff. 61r-63v). this context is a prayer for st. Mary’s intercession with 
Jesus christ on behalf of the testator, e.g.: ...notlasomahuiznatzin sata 
Maria mochipa huel neli yxpochtli ynic nopapan quimotlatlatiliatzinnos yn 
itlasomahuizseteConnetzin yn tto xto 35 (lockhart, 1991: 138). that the na-
huas particularly stressed the role of st. Mary as an interecessor is 
additionally suggested in one of the sources, by inserting this concept 
into the complex term notepantlatocanantzin (my intercessor and moth-
er) (Beyond… 1976: 112). in other document the two elements of this 
designation have been separated: notepantlatocatzin ytlazohnantzin ciua-
pilli Sancta Maria 36 (Beyond… 1976: 44).

Far more problematic is the usage of the grammatical form 
notlaço(mahuiz)nantzin with reference to churches and cofradías having st. 
Mary and other female saints as patron saints, as well as to the images 
of female saints. the difficulties emerge when the contexts in which the 
term –nan is attested are to be classified and they result from the afore-
mentioned usual ignorance of the specific category to which the proper 
name belongs. special thanks should go here to the authors of Beyond 
the Codices, who successfully traced a lot of units hidden beneath other-
wise obscure proper names (see: ibid.: 70, n. 2). in cases where they 
managed to establish what the grammatical form notlaço(mahuiz)nantzin 
referred to, it almost always was a cofradía, e.g.: nicnomaquilitiuh ynot-
lazomahuiznantzin candelaria 37 (ibid.: 70). in this and other similar ex-
amples, by “my mother” the writer most probably meant the patron 
saint of the cofradía to which he belonged, hence the term —nan would 
connote here a relationship between pupil and patron.

choosing the term nonan- with reference to the image of st. Mary 
could have placed her within the group of the household saints (see: 
“Father as owner”). as all the examples analyzed here come from wills, 
st. Mary ordinarily appears in them, apart from the preamble, as a 
part of inheritance (thus most likely a picture or figure) or as a heir 
(an image, but also a cofradía, church, etc). in one of the sources the 
patron saint of a local church, st. catherine, was treated similarly, 
receiving a granddaughter (!) of a testator along with a piece of land. 

35 “my precious honored mother st. Mary, forever a very true virgin, [i desire] that on 
my behalf she implore her precious honored one child, our lord Jesus christ”. 

36 “My intercessor his precious mother [of Jesus] lady saint Mary”.
37 “i am giving him to (the cofradia of) my dear honored mother (of) candelaria”.
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the task of the granddaughter was to work for st. catherine (called 
notlaçonantzin by the testator), specifically on the field ceded to the 
saint (Beyond... 1976: 70). Following this example, to cede the prop-
erty to st. Mary could as well be understood as to devote it for “sus-
taining” the churches under her patronage, her images, etc., while to 
include her into inheritance was nothing else than to make sure that 
the heirs will continue to take care of the units (images, churches, etc.) 
associated with her (see: lockhart, 1992: 239).

Children

along with the spanish names of religious orders (e.g. the Franciscans, 
the Poor clares) the nahua writers used circumlocutions that includ-
ed the term -pil, e.g. respectively: yn sanct franco ipilhuan (Beyond… 
1976: 182) and yn ipilhuan Sancta clara (chimalpahin, 2006: 26), or 
“the children of st. Francis/st. clare”. every patron could have been 
used in this way. in the written sources appear also “the children of 
st. Mary” —the nuns of the conceptionist order (e.g. ibid.: 68) or the 
carmelites (e.g. ibid.: 30), and, more interestingly, “the children of the 
holy trinity”— the trinitarians (e.g. ibid.: 204). in his analysis of this 
issue ryszard tomicki noticed that the term -pil was used in parallel 
way in prehispanic contexts, e.g. diego durán refers to the aztec 
priests as “the children of god” and to the toltecs as “the children of 
sun”. as far as these examples are concerned, tomicki suggested to 
classify the term –pilhuan as “people particularly devoted to a person 
they worship” (tomicki, 2003: 265).

the second context in which the term -pil was used, identified by 
tomicki, is “people submissed to somebody, who depend on or serve 
somebody” (ibid.: 265). the complaint against the priest of Jalostotit-
lan published by James lockhart and Frances Karttunen contains a 
strong evidence for such meaning of “child”. among others, the au-
thors of the petition quote the words of the bishop and vicar general, 
who have scolded the priest in the following way: xiquinyolali macehualtin 
ca mopilhuan 38 (Beyond... 1976: 168). the answer of the priest is: coz 
nopilhuan ca ypilhuan diablo 39 (ibid.: 172). What emerges here is the 
symmetry of meanings between the terms –pil and –ta. Keeping in 
mind the passage from Diario where the friars were expressis verbis called 
“rulers” of the local people (see: “Father as ruler and creator”), the 

38 “console the commoners, for they are your children”.
39 “are they my children? they are children of the devil”.
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former quote can be translated with a great deal of certainty as: “con-
sole the commoners, for they serve you”, and the latter parellelly: “do 
they serve me? they serve the devil!” in the same class tomicki in-
cluded the nahuatl circumlocution used as a synonym of the word 
“christians”: ipilhuan in dios (the children of God) (tomicki, 2003: 265). 
chimalpahin gives the other version of this phrase: ypilhuantzitzinhuan 
(...) Sancta yglesia (chimalpahin, 2006: 274) or “the children of the 
holy church”.

having complemented his analysis with the third context, that is, 
the people who sacrifice their lives to aztec gods (which, as is under-
standable, does not find an analogy in the christian discourse),40 
tomicki concluded that the term –pil carried a meaning of a serf, be-
ing at the same time synonymous with the word macehualli (—vasallo— 
Molina, 1977 ii: 51v). chimalpahin gives a clue for character of this 
serfdom. Writing about cofradía members, he uses the phrase yn itetzinco 
pohui yn ipilhuantzitzin (chimalpahin, 2006: 240 and 296). its first ele-
ment means both “they belong to him” and “they are devoted to him” 
(Molina 1977 ii: 84v) and the reference point of both elements of the 
phrase is a patron saint of a cofradía.

the next symmetrical relationship between the terms –ta and –pil 
is that of a founder and follower. one comes upon it i.a. in the passage 
from Diario, where the antonines are described in the following way: 
huel ypilhuantzitzinhuan y huel ytlacahuillohuan yn nican tlalticpac quin-
mocahuilitia yn ihcuac momiquilitzino omoteneuhtzino notlaçomahuizthatzin 
S. Antonio Abad 41 (chimalpahin, 2006: 292). although the hospital 
Brothers of st. anthony followed the rule of st. augustine, and an-
thony’s patronage resulted from the history of the order (rudge 1913), 
chimalpahin seems to imply that it was st. anthony the abbot whom 
he considered the founder of this community (chimalpahin, 2006: 
292). thus the “children” of the saint were, in a manner, his extensions 
“here on earth”, but also, which is expressis verbis claimed by chimalpa-
hin, his creatures. in a passage from Diario the chronicler speaks about 
the theatines, founded by Gian Pietro carafa, in the following way: 
ynin ypilhuan huel achto ytlatlalilhuan yn Don Pedro carrafa 42 (ibid.: 202). 
Moreover, –pil is attested in the sense of a “creature” in the most obvi-
ous context, i.e. in which God is one of the members of a relationship. 

40 however, it points to a possibility that the phrase ipiltzin in Dios with reference to Jesus 
could have been understood ambiguously.

41 “the true children and relics of my said precious revered father san antonio abad, 
whom he left here on earth when he died”. the translation revised. 

42 “they were the children and first creatures of don Pedro caraffa”. translation re-
vised.
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the angels, called in Coloquios y doctrina christiana jpilhua toto. Dios (chil-
dren of our lord God), a bit further in the same source address Jesus 
with the following words: timomacevalhuan timotlachiualhuan (we are your 
serfs and creatures) (sahagún, 1987: 182). this example is perfect to 
show how different connotations of particular terms overlap each other, 
depending on a person being referred to.

The grammatical forms

in the above listed contexts the term -pil appears in a multitude of 
grammatical forms: simple (e.g. ipilhuan “his children”), reverential 
(e.g. ipiltzin “his child”, ipilhuantzitzin “his children”), but also with the 
prefix tlaço- (e.g. itlaçopilhuantzitzin “his precious children”).43 the last 
of these forms, -tlaçopil, most often meant a legitimate son or daughter 
(Molina, 1977: 119l). in the christian context it was used with refer-
ence to both friars and nuns (when the reference point was a patron 
of a religious order), as well as to Jesus (as the son of God) (table 4). 
however, when the writer wanted to stress the Jesus’ descendance from 
Mary, he would rather have used the “female” term -coneuh, e.g. ytla-
çoconetzin toteo Jesu xo 44 (Beyond... 1976: 64). the grammatical form 
used in this example seems interesting because neither the material 
analyzed for the present study nor the additional query came up with 
the examples of the usage of –tlaçoconetzin in contexts other than reli-
gious.45 it means that this grammatical form has to be related somehow 
to the sphere of sacrum.

a 1738 document from atzcapotzalco describes st. Francis with 
the term tohueitatzin (our great father), which is an interesting variation 
on totlaçotatzin (Beyond 1976...: 102). it should be pointed out that the 
adjective huey (great) was introduced by ecclesiastics in order to replace 
the particle teo- (divine). For example, in course of evangelization the 
word teoatl (“sea”, lit. “divine water”) was replaced with huey atl (tomicki 
2003: 256). Moreover, according to ryszard tomicki, in many cases 

43 according to horacio carochi, the difference between the kinship term –pil and its ho-
monym with the meaning of “noble” (pilli) is seen in their possessive forms. in case of the latter 
the possessive form derives from the abstract noun pillotl (nobility) and as such is -pillo (carochi, 
2001: 302). however, in his analysis of the term pilli Brant Gardner concluded that the distinction 
between its two meanings was not justified and that the usage of this term in the context of no-
bility was consistent with widespread occurrence of nahuatl kinship terms in the social sphere 
(Gardner, 1982: 113). the same conclusions can refer to the word pillotl which in the context of 
kinship means “nephew”. in that case –pillo would be a possessive form of pillotl, not pilli.  

44 “her dear son our lord Jesus christ”.
45 due to the limitation of material, prehispanic religion is excluded from the analysis.
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the particle teo- should be understood in a more metaphorical sense, 
as “outstanding, wonderful, amazing, beautiful” (tomicki 2003: 256-6, 
n. 16). similarly, this semantic field is shared by the particle tlaço-, 
which occurs in such nahuatl words as: tlaçoyotl “admirable and highly 
valued thing” (Molina, 1977 ii: 119l), tlaçotetl “gemstone” and tlaçotil-
matli “precious cape” (ibid.: 119r). Tlaço- itself derives from the word 
tlaçotli “precious, expensive” (siméon, 2002: 578; Molina, 1977, ii: 119r) 
which in turn comes from ço “to draw blood by piercing someone” 46 
(Molina, 1977 ii: 25l). the self-sacrifice by bloodletting was of great 
religious importance in preconquest Mexico and blood itself was the 
food of the sun that guaranteed the existence of the world in aztec 
beliefs. hence it can be stated that the particle tlaço- connoted, as well 
as teo- and later huey, the meaning of divinity and/or holiness.47

in the christian context tlaço- would rarely constitute an inherent 
part of a particular term. as written sources suggest, it was rather used 
to indicate relative place of different persons within the hierarchy of 
“holiness”. thus chimalpahin, when he writes about members of re-
ligious orders, often calls friars with the term -tlaçopil(huantzi)tzin, whi-
le with reference to lay brothers and sisters as well as cofrades, he pre-
fers the terms –pilhuan and –pil(huantzi)tzin. the phrase ipiltzin Dios 
can mean “christian”, or e.g. “angel”, while itlaçopiltzin Dios refers to 
nobody but Jesus. the word totlaçotatzin would rather be used with 
reference to saints, though sometimes it also means “priest”, while the 
usual term for a religious, totatzin, hardly appears with reference to 
saints 48 (table 1). the last example shows that the principles that 
governed the using of tlaço- were treated somewhat arbitrarily. While 
when it came to saints the simple form was strictly avoided, the diffe-
rentiation between friars and cofrades worked on a contrary: the prefix 
tlaço- was not mandatory with reference to the former, but it was never 
used with reference to the latter.49

46 one can follow the ethymology of tlaçotli in the dictionary of rémi siméon: tlaçotli 
comes from çoa (siméon, 2002: 578), or “spread, open, pierce”, etc. which in turn derives from 
ço (ibid.: 114). 

47 lockhart claimed that the particle tlaço- was added to concepts from the religious 
sphere in order to locate them specifically in the christian context (lockhart, 1992: 552, 
n. 208). 

48 the material analyzed here provides just two exceptions: Molina and chimalpahin 
address st. Francis with the term totatzin (Molina, 1569: 73v; chimalpahin 2006: 46). 

49 the following level in the hierarchy of grammatical forms is –tlaço-mahuiz-Ø-tzin (pre-
cious and revered). sometimes the pattern of using these forms seems quite clear, e.g. of two 
designations used with reference to the ecclesiastics, totatzin and totlaçotatzin, the former usu-
ally describes persons not esteemed by the author of the text. as far as the grammatical forms 
for saints are concerned (totlaçotatzin or totlaçomahuiztatzin), the latter occurs accompanied by 
such epithets as “great”, “patriarch”, “prince”, etc., while for the former far more modest 
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likewise, the term tonantzin (our mother) used with reference to 
the roman catholic church, lacked the aspect of holiness, e.g.: yn 
tonantzin sta yglessia catolica (Beyond… 1976: 64). it most likely resulted 
from the fact that the usage of the grammatical form totlaçonantzin was 
limited to st. Mary.50 no doubt, choosing the prefix tlaço- for Mary 
instead of church represented the friars’ influence on nahuatl chris-
tian nomenclature. Bernardino de sahagún strongly opposed address-
ing st. Mary with the term tonantzin since he did not want to risk her 
identification with an aztec goddess of the same name. however, as 
James lockhart noticed, the form totlaçonantzin was inadvertently con-
sistent with the pervasive concept of duality present in the aztec cul-
ture. the common religious pattern could help perceiving st. Mary as 
a partner-goddess of christian God, who was sometimes called totla-
çotatzin (lockhart, 1992: 252). it is in this very context, where the 
phrase tonan tota (our mother, our father) used with reference to pre-
christian deities (Karttunen and lockhart, 1987: 130, 132) appears 
in The Bancroft Dialogues. it is included in the passage based on the 
text from the Florentine Codex that treats on the aztec god of the un-
derworld Mictlantecuhtli (ibidem.: 46). the authors of The Bancroft 
Dialogues simply exchanged the heathen deity for the christian one. 
this transition must have involved the transfer of some preconquest 
connotations, e.g. a female aspect of Mictlantecuhtli, which were lost 
in translation, but still lurking in the lines of the dialogues.

the translation of christian categories into nahuatl became from 
the beginning one of the key problems for the spanish friars being in 
charge of the evangelization in Mexico. they created so called “doc-
trinal nahuatl” (tavárez, 2000: 23) which, as far as the kinship terms 
were concerned, included i.a. the above analyzed grammatical forms 
tetatzin and tepiltzin (“God the Father” and “God the son” respectively). 
Both these terms are mostly attested in the trinitarian formula but also 
in different doctrinal texts, aiming to explain the details of the new 
faith, e.g.: Auh in quemmania in ixquich huelitiliztli, çan tictoneixcahuiltilia 
in tettatzin: auh in ixquich tlamatiliztli tictoneixcahuiltilia in tepiltzin: auh in 
ixquich in qualtiliztli, çan tictoyocatilia in spu sancto 51 (sahagún, 1997: 170). 

designations are attested. however, on the basis of the material analyzed here, it is difficult 
to suggest a general principle that would govern choice of grammatical forms. 

50 however, this division likewise should not be treated in absolute terms. For now the 
only example i came upon of the term tonantzin used with reference to st. Mary was found by 
helga rammow (1964: 178) in Bautista’s Huehuetlatolli (f. 51r). in the same source tonantzin 
occurs several times with reference to the church as well (f. 73r, 74v, 75r). 

51 “But sometimes we attribute omnipotence only to the Father, and we attribute knowled-
ge of all things to the son, and we give goodness only to the holy Ghost”. i follow the trans-
lation of anderson and schroeder.
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undoubtedly such usage of tetatzin and tepiltzin owed its existence to 
friars and their constant struggle to explain the concept of the holy 
trinity to the nahuas which necessarily involved the meticulous dif-
ferentation of the three Persons. the indigenous writers made use of 
these grammatical forms only when copying an officially accepted formula, 
e.g. in testaments. otherwise they referred to God with the name Dios 
or Jesu Christo. 

in nahuatl literature much more popular were possessive forms 
used to describe relationships, e.g. –tatzin with reference to the chris-
tian religious. in Confessionario mayor Molina says to the reader: yn 
teoyotica motahuan, ynteopixque (your spiritual fathers, the priests) (Mo-
lina, 1569: f. 29v-30r), implying the way in which the friars could have 
tried to introduce this term. however, they soon lost control of the 
situation and –tatzin began to function within the aztec system of mean-
ings without the epithet “spiritual”. although the designation “our 
father” was used with reference to friars in accordance with spanish 
nomenclature, in nahuatl it implied the relationship of power over 
life and estate and as such, it rather stressed the social status of priests 
than the spiritual care they took of christian souls.

From the point of view of church representatives even more danger-
ous indigenous modification of the “doctrinal nahuatl” affected the terms 
–tlazonantzin and probably –tlazotatzin. While in 16th century the gram-
matical form totlazonantzin used with reference to st. Mary is attested in 
works of both spanish and indigenous authors, by the 17th century a 
more descriptive one: itlazonantzin Dios (“mother of God”) had taken over 
in the former (see: “Mother”). during the same period the indigenous 
authors begin to use the grammatical forms –tlazonantzin and –tlazotatzin 
with various possessive prefixes with reference to saints (females and 
males respectively). one can assume that the term totlazotatzin used with 
reference to God was at first accepted (or even inspired) by friars, ex-
actly as it took place with totlazonantzin for st. Mary. however, in order 
to accomplish their role in the christian context in appropriate way, these 
terms should have functioned as proper names or titles and not as col-
lective categories, which they soon became. in the texts from 17th cen-
tury and later authored by the nahuas –tlazotatzin refers to God and male 
saints, while –tlazonantzin to st. Mary and other female saints. the iden-
tical nomenclature implied the similar treating in the sphere of cult, 
which is perfectly visible e.g. in the story of a “sweeper”, told in the above 
chapter “Father as ruler and creator”. despite the fact that it presented 
God as the owner of the household who suitably for his dominant posi-
tion received the lion’s share of the estate, the text placed him on the 
level structurally identical to that of saints. God and saints seemed to be 
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equal as far as both the role they played in their worshipper live and his 
methods of serving them were concerned. this aspect of indigenous 
christianity would have had to be visible for the ecclesiastics, if they had 
responded with the change of “official” nomenclature. again, it supports 
the presumption that they were aware of the force of language, which 
helped the christian sacred beings to be perceived parallelly to the pan-
theon of preconquest deities.52

Conclusion

in the christian context, basic kinship terms functioned within two 
classification systems: sacred beings (God, Jesus, st. Mary and other 
saints) and the churchly hierarchy (the church itself, ecclesiastics, co-
frades). in both they fulfilled a similar role, which consisted mostly of 
indicating a power relationship formed by several components: owning, 
worshipping, intercessing etc. While the tables below contain detailed 
contexts for the occurrences of the analyzed terms, they do not reflect 
the fact that the “portraits” of particular persons described with a giv-
en term were composed of many elements. the christian God ad-
dressed by his worshippers as notlaçotatzin is a good example. although 
a particular textual situation could have stressed his role as the owner 
of believer’s house, at the same time the term implied that the person 
spoken of was a creator who had authority over life and death of 
the reference point. the term ipilhuantzitzin used with reference to the 
members of the religious order of st. anthony the abbot functioned 
in a similar way. even if the text puts special emphasis on their role 
as the followers of the rule set by their patron, at the same time the 
word –pil implies that they also worship him.

Within the nomenclature presented here the parents-children scheme 
seems quite symmetrical. undoubtedly, the former occupied a higher 
position in the hierarchy than the latter, which reflected the relations in 
the biological kinship sphere. the “father” was mainly viewed as creator, 
ruler and owner whereby the ownership and power relationships used to 
overlap each other as if they were two sides of the same coin. the un-
mistakable example is the aforementioned story of the “sweeper” at the 
church of the holy trinity: sweeping was a service provided for God; 

52 For now there is no broader study on nahuatl kinship terminology used in the context 
of aztec religion. the analogy suggested here concerns not so much the nomenclature itself, 
more the classification. to place God, st. Mary and other saints within the same category of 
beings is to ascribe them the same degree of “divinity”, which is an easy way to bestow the 
characteristics of polytheism upon christianity. 
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when it stopped, the compensation in devoting him a part of property 
became necessary. the author of the document perceived both of them 
as ways to serve God, what in turn made him the God’s serf.

similarly to “father”, “mother” was creator and owner with the mild 
aspect of her image being “intercession” which can be easily included 
into power relationship anyway. symmetrically, “child” was follower and 
serf (in the context of cult: worshipper). all these elements prove that 
the family relationships were projected onto classification systems pres-
ent in the context of christianity. Bernardino de sahagún, in his chap-
ter on model roles of various kinsmen, wrote about father in the fol-
lowing way: in teta tlacamecaionelhoaiutl (...) cuexane, teputze, macoche. (...) 
tetlamachia, tlatlalia, tlatecpana 53 (sahagún, 1961: 1). as far as good 
mother is concerned: in tenan pilhua chichiua (...) tecemmati, texoxocoiomat 
teca mochiua 54 while bad mother teatoiauia, tetepexiuia 55 (ibid.: 2). Finally, 
good child tlatlacamati, mocnomatini, mocnotecani, tlatlaçocamatini tlamauiz-
tiliani, (...) tequixtia, tenemiliztoca, tetlaieiecalhuia 56 (ibid.: 2).

searching for analogies and junctions between the classification 
systems that make use of the same conceptualizations helps under-
standing the mechanisms which govern the typology within a given 
culture, but Mary douglas postulates going further than this. the 
analysis of logical categories is supposed to be merely a point of de-
parture for investigating their cultural base (douglas 2007: 170). as 
far as the issues discussed in the present paper are concerned, the 
kinship terms are a key to know the basis of religious syncretism in 
colonial Mexico. the origin of this syncretism was the so called 
“nepantlism”, the intermediary stage where the prehispanic structure 
incorporated nothing but superficial elements of christianity while its 
body stayed unchanged (Burkhart, 1989: 188). the vivid example of 
this phenomenon is the replacement of Mictlantecuhtli with christian 
God in The Bancroft Dialogues. in the introduction to his Sermonario 
Juan Bautista expressed the friars’ concern about the faith of the na-
huas, who particularly en vocablos y sentencias de la fe y en cosas morales 
often mistook the terms or used them in contexts inappropriate from 
the point of view of christianity (García icazbalceta, 1886: 362). as 
louise M. Burkhart (1989: 27) noticed, even the direct translation of 

53 Father [is] the origin of tlacamecayotl, the beginning of tlacamecayotl. [...] [he is] chief, 
ruler. [...] he distributes things justly, he establishes things, he makes things in order. 

54 Mother breastfeeds the children [...] she entirely dedicates herself to people, she ca-
resses people, she carries about people. 

55 punishes people, she punishes people severely.
56 is obedient, modest, humble, grateful, respectful. [...] it takes after its parents, it im-

mitates [them] in life, it immitates the things they do.
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the simplest spanish terms into nahuatl involved the risk of filling 
them up with the ideas unknown to ecclesiastics and contradicting their 
intentions. it concerned both classification systems analyzed here: sa-
cred beings and churchly hierarchy. Moreover, particular meanings 
were connoted not only by the terms themselves, but also by their 
grammatical forms or the usage of spanish loanwords. above i sug-
gested that choosing the “foreign” term Santo Padre was a sign of the 
distance between the nahuas and the Pope. in fact, it can likewise be 
interpreted as excluding this dignitary from an indigenous classifica-
tion system. on the other hand, the saints referred to with the terms 
–tlazonantzin and –tlazotatzin that helped them adjust to pre-christian 
beliefs were, from the point of view of the friars, even too deeply in-
corporated into this classification system. thus, in spite of the attempts 
to impose the christian worldview on the nahuas, the prehispanic 
structure of their beliefs lasted internally consistent and untouched.

suPPlement

the tables below present the material on which i based my analysis. in 
order to remain as clear as possible, i marked the plural only when a 
given grammatical form did not occur in singular at all. as the analysis 
has not included the problem of honorifics, the tables do not encompass 
the vocative form of kinship terms. if a sacred being is categorized as 
“owner”, it always implies the context of assigning property to “deities” 
in order to sustain them, discussed above. this category, as well as st. 
Mary as “intercessor” is most often attested in testaments.

tABle 1. tAtli

Reference 
Point

Grammatical 
Form Category Sources

Number of 
Attestations

impersonal te-ta-huan godfathers chimalpahin 2006 1
te-ta-tzin godfather chimalpahin 2006 1

lay brother chimalpahin 2006 1
saint chimalpahin 2006 1
God (God 
Father)

Beyond... 1976, 
Karttunen and
lockhart 1976,
lockhart 1991,

39
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Reference 
Point

Grammatical 
Form Category Sources

Number of 
Attestations

Molina 1569, rojas 
rabiela 2000, 
sahagún 1997

1 person 
plural (we)

to-ta adam (first 
man)

sahagún 1986 3

to-ta-tzin lay brother chimalpahin 2006 2
ecclesiastic Beyond... 1976, 

chimalpahin 2006
38

saint chimalpahin 2006, 
Molina 1569

2

to-tlazo-ta-
tzin

lay brother chimalpahin 2006 1

ecclesiastic Beyond... 1976, 
chimalpahin 2006, 
rojas rabiela 2000

12

saint chimalpahin 2006, 
lockhart 1991, 
rojas rabiela 2000

17

to-huey-ta-
tzin

saint Beyond... 1976 1

to-tlazo-
mahuiz-ta-
tzin

saint chimalpahin 2006 5

Jesus i-ta-tzin God sahagún 1997 2
mo/i-tlazo-
ta-tzin

God chimalpahin 2006, 
Molina 1569, 
sahagún 1997

12

ruler/s mo/an-ta-
tzin

ecclesiastic as 
?

Beyond... 1976 2

other mo/in-ta-
huan

ecclesiastics 
as “spiritual 
fathers”

Molina 1569 1

ecclesiastics 
as “rulers”

chimalpahin 2006 1

no/mo/in-ta-
tzin

father of a 
biblical 
personage

sahagún 1997 1

ecclesiastic as 
“owner” and 
“supervisor”

chimalpahin 2006 1
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Reference 
Point

Grammatical 
Form Category Sources

Number of 
Attestations

ecclesiastic as 
“creator” 
(founder of 
an order)

chimalpahin 2006 1

saint as 
“creator” 
(founder of 
an order)

chimalpahin 2006 4

no/mo/in-
tlazo-ta-tzin

ecclesiastic as 
“owner” and 
“supervisor”

chimalpahin 2006 2

saint as 
“owner”

chimalpahin 2006, 
Beyond... 1976, 
lockhart 1991

10

God as 
“owner”

Beyond... 1976 1

saint as 
“creator” 
(founder of 
an order)

chimalpahin 2006 2

God as 
“ruler”

Beyond... 1976, 
Karttunen and 
lockhart 1976

2

no-tlazo-
mahuiz-ta-
tzin

saint as 
“owner”

chimalpahin 2006, 
Beyond... 1976

4

no-tlazo-
mahuiz-ta-
tzin

God as 
“ruler”

Karttunen and 
lockhart 1976

1

tABle 2. nAntli

Reference 
Point

Grammatical 
Form Category Sources

Number of 
Attestations

impersonal te-nan-tzin blessed chimalpahin 2006 2
1 person 
plural (we)

to-nan eve (first 
woman)

sahagún 1986 3

to-nan-tzin church Beyond... 1976,
chimalpahin 2006, 

40
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Reference 
Point

Grammatical 
Form Category Sources

Number of 
Attestations

Karttunen and 
lockhart 1976 and 
1987, Molina 1569, 
sahagún 1997

to-tlazo-nan st. Mary chimalpahin 2006 1
to-tlazo-
nan-tzin

st. Mary Beyond... 1976, 
chimalpahin 2006, 
Karttunen and 
lockhart 1976, 
lockhart 1991, 
Molina 1569

34

to-tlazo-
mahuiz-
nan-tzin

st. Mary Beyond... 1976, 
chimalpahin 2006, 
lockhart 1991

12

Jesus i-nan-tzin st. Mary chimalpahin 2006, 
sahagún 1997

11

mo/i-tlazo-
nan-tzin

st. Mary Beyond... 1976, 
chimalpahin 2006, 
Molina 1569, 
sahagún 1997

14

other no/mo/i-
nan-tzin

mother of a 
biblical 
personage

sahagún 1997 2

saint as 
“creator”

chimalpahin 2006 1

st. Mary as 
“intercessor”

Beyond... 1976 1

church Molina 1569, 
sahagún 1997

2

no-tlazo-
nan-tzin

saint as 
“owner”

Beyond... 1976 1

no-tlazo-
mahuiz-
nan-tzin

st. Mary as 
“intercessor”

lockhart 1991 3

st. Mary as 
“owner”

Beyond... 1976 4
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tABle 3. nAntli, tAtli

Reference 
Point

Grammatical 
Form Category Sources

Number of 
Attestations

1 person 
plural (we)

to-nan, to-ta God Karttunen and 
lockhart 1987

2

tABle. 4. Pilli

Reference 
Point

Grammatical 
Form Category Sources

Number of 
Attestations

impersonal te-pil-tzin Jesus (son of 
God)

Beyond... 1976, 
Karttunen and 
lockhart 1976, 
Molina 1569, rojas 
rabiela 2000, 
sahagún 1997

26

God i-pil-tzin man as 
“worshipper”

lockhart 1991, 
Molina 1569

2

angel as 
“creature” 
and “serf ”

sahagún 1997 1

Jesus Beyond... 1976, 
Karttunen and 
lockhart 1976, 
Molina 1569, 
sahagún 1997

4

i-tlazo-pil man as 
“worshipper”

Molina 1569 1

no/mo/i-
tlazo-pil-tzin

Jesus carochi 2001, 
chimalpahin 2006, 
lockhart 1991, 
Molina 1569, 
sahagún 1986 and 
1997 

40

i-tlazo-
mahuiz-pil-
tzin

Jesus chimalpahin 2006 1

st. Mary, 
saint or 
holy 
trinity

i-pil-huan cofrade as 
“worshipper” 
and 
“follower”

chimalpahin 2006 1
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Reference 
Point

Grammatical 
Form Category Sources

Number of 
Attestations

friar/nun as 
“worshipper 
and 
“follower”

Beyond.. 1976, 
chimalpahin 2006

5

i-pil-tzin cofrade as 
“worshipper” 
and 
“follower”

chimalpahin 2006 8

friar/nun as 
“worshipper” 
and 
“follower”

Beyond... 1976, 
chimalpahin 2006

19

i-tlazo-pil-
tzin

friar/nun as 
“worshipper” 
and 
“follower”

chimalpahin 2006 9

i-tlazo-
mahuiz-pil-
tzin

friar/nun as 
“worshipper” 
and 
“follower”

chimalpahin 2006 1

other no/mo/i-pil-
huan

man as 
“serf ”

Beyond... 1976 4

friar/nun as 
“follower”

chimalpahin 2006 1

i-pil-tzin man as 
“serf ”

chimalpahin 2006 1

friar/nun as 
“follower”

chimalpahin 2006 1

tABle. 5. conetl

Reference 
Point

Grammatical 
Form

Category Sources Number of 
Attestations

st. Mary mo-cone-
tzin

Jesus sahagún 1997 1

mo/i-tlazo-
cone-tzin

Jesus Beyond... 1976, 
chimalpahin 2006, 
Molina 1569, 
sahagún 1997

12
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Reference 
Point

Grammatical 
Form

Category Sources Number of 
Attestations

i-tlazo-
mahuiz-
cone-tzin

Jesus lockhart 1991 2

God i-cone-tzin man as 
“worshipper”

lockhart 1991 2

tABle 6. PAdre

Category Sources
Number of 
Attestations

ecclesiastic Beyond… 1976, chimalpahin 2006, lockhart 
1991, Molina 1569, sahagún 1986

87

pope Beyond… 1976, chimalpahin 2006, Molina 
1569, sahagún 1986

55

tABle. 7. mAdre

Category Sources
Number of 
Attestations

blessed chimalpahin 2006 3

sources

Anderson, arthur J. o., Frances Berdan and James lockhart, Beyond the 
Codices: The Nahua View of Colonial Mexico, Berkeley/los angeles/lon-
don, university of california Press, 1976.

BAutistA, Juan, Huehuetlatolli, www.sup-infor.com/navigation.htm, 2008 
[transcription and introduction isis Zempoalteca chávez].

cArochi, horacio, Grammar of the Mexican Language: With an Explanation 
of its Adverbs, stanford, california, stanford university Press, 2001 
[translation and edition James lockhart].

chimAlPAhin, domingo de san antón Muñón Quauhtlehuanitzin, Annals 
of his time, stanford, california, stanford university Press, 2006 [eds. 
James lockhart, susan schroeder and doris namala].
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KArttunen, Frances and James lockhart, Nahuatl in the Middle Years: 
Language Contact Phenomena in Texts of the Colonial Period, Berkeley/los 
angeles/london, university of california Press, 1976.

, The Art of Nahuatl Speech: The Bancroft Dialogues, los angeles, 
latin american center Publications, university of california, 1987.

locKhArt, James, Nahuas and Spaniards: Postconquest Central Mexican His-
tory and Philology, los angeles, stanford university Press, 1991.

molinA, alonso de, Confessionario mayor en la lengua mexicana y castellana, 
México, universidad nacional autónoma de México, 1569 [1984 edi-
tion with the introduction of roberto Moreno].

rojAs rABielA, teresa et al., Vidas y bienes olvidados: Testamentos indígenas 
novohispanos, v. 3: Testamentos en náhuatl y castellano del siglo xvii, Méxi-
co, centro de investigaciones y estudios superiores en antropología 
social, 1999, 2000.

sAhAGún, Bernardino de, Coloquios y doctrina cristiana, México, universi-
dad nacional autónoma de México, Fundación de investigaciones 
sociales, 1986 [ed. Miguel león-Portilla].

, “exercicio quotidiano”, Codex Chimalpahin, v. n. 2, norman and 
london, university of oklahoma Press, 1997, p. 131-181 [trans. 
and eds. arthur J. o. anderson and susan schroeder].
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